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Abstract: In order to ensure optimal and secure functionality of Micro Grid (MG), energy management
system plays vital role in managing multiple electrical load and distributed energy technologies.
With the evolution of Smart Grids (SG), energy generation system that includes renewable resources
is introduced in MG. This work focuses on coordinated energy management of traditional and
renewable resources. Users and MG with storage capacity is taken into account to perform energy
management efficiently. First of all, two stage Stackelberg game is formulated. Every player in game
theory tries to increase its payoff and also ensures user comfort and system reliability. In the next
step, two forecasting techniques are proposed in order to forecast Photo Voltaic Cell (PVC) generation
for announcing optimal prices. Furthermore, existence and uniqueness of Nash Equilibrium (NE) of
energy management algorithm are also proved. In simulation, results clearly show that proposed
game theoretic approach along with storage capacity optimization and forecasting techniques give
benefit to both players, i.e., users and MG. The proposed technique Gray wolf optimized Auto
Regressive Integrated Moving Average (GARIMA) gives 40% better result and Cuckoo Search
Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (CARIMA) gives 30% better results as compared to
existing techniques.

Keywords: forecasting; solar generation; storage capacity; game theory; nash equilibrium; distributed
energy management algorithm; micro grid; meta heuristic techniques

1. Introduction

Despite the ever increasing economic development attained by the world, many challenges are
being faced in context of environmental inefficiency, environmental pollution, etc. With the passage of
time, energy demand rises and infrastructure needs to be upgraded. Therefore, new power grid is
required, that enhances power supply as well as it integrates renewable energy resources. In order to
overcome such challenges, Smart Grid (SG) is brought to the light [1–4]. Demand Response (DR) is a
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crucial component of SG technology that tends to maintain the balance among electricity supply and
demand using peak load shaving [5]. Real Time Pricing (RTP) is an efficient mechanism among all
the schemes that are included in DR [6]. Monopoly of energy generation companies that are owned
by the state causes pricing schemes to be ineffective for enabling the user to be actively involved in
trading process of energy [7]. In order to focus on these issues, energy Internet is considered as one
of the key enablers of third industrial evolution [8]. Energy Internet is considered as new paradigm
shift for user and generation system [9]. By analogy with Internet properties, complete framework is
offered by energy Internet for integration of each equipment that performs energy production, issuance,
transformation, storage and usage with basic Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) [10].
Standard and modular energy units, i.e., solar panel, wind turbine, hydrogen, fuel cell, biomass and
storage system can be operated by plug and play modules [11]. Open standard based communication
protocol are added in plug and play paradigm to enhance the capability and interoperability for
many products, technologies, systems and solutions, which construct energy Internet. In this new
evolving paradigm, the supplier and consumer are connected very closely and promptly because
of implementing distributed and flexible systems [12]. Moreover, energy consumer with co-located
energy provisioner formulates local Internet of energy. Where, MG relieves the stress at reasonable
degree, that is caused by increasing energy demands. MG is considered as one of the reliable networks
for establishing connection between renewable resources and consumers along with managing storage
units [13]. It can either be treated as controllable load or production system and can work in connection
with grid. Nevertheless, owing to intermittent and changing nature of renewable energy resources,
restricted energy generation capacity and greater dependency of MG on uncontrolled renewable
energy resources lead to high level of fluctuation and disturbance of the system. For example, the state
of unreliability that is brought by renewable energy resources will cause significant difference between
production and demand, which rises several issues regarding power imbalance, voltage instability
and frequency instability [14]. Thus, energy management techniques are needed to harness in order
to reduce energy supply demand imbalance. To achieve ideal economic performance by MG while
ensuring reliability, various factors involve in energy Internet. It includes conventional fossil fuel based
dispatch able generators and renewable energy based distributed producers. It is clearly non feasible
to take each detail into account as it increases computational complexity dramatically. However,
small uncertainty that rises from implementation or estimation in real world energy management
system makes the system completely incomprehensible in practical point of view [15]. For instance,
considering MG with Photo-Voltaic Cell (PVC), solar radiations suddenly become intense at day time.
That will increase generation of MG at certain time [16]. Similarly in case of wind turbine, speed of
wind goes up any time and become stronger, which will cause grid frequency goes up [14]. Therefore,
dynamics of energy generation behavior of renewable resources can not be ignored [17–19]. Literature
work is restricted to limited application of MG, where real world data is not considered while managing
energy distribution. However, comprehensive framework is required to improve energy management
of real world data. Moreover, the prior statistical knowledge of uncertain renewable resources energy
production was considered to be precisely known and power trade among various market players
is completely neglected This is the motivation behind proposed algorithm that performs distributed
energy management along with integration of linear forecasting techniques, which makes proposed
system more effective and reliable.

To utilize renewable energy resources effectively, Distributed Energy Management (DEM)
algorithm has been proposed that optimizes payoff of each player, i.e., users and MG. In order
to overcome the uncertainties that are caused by renewable resources, forecasting techniques have
been proposed, i.e., Gray wolf optimized Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (GARIMA) and
Cuckoo search Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (CARIMA). In DEM, GARIMA forecasting
data has been used for energy management as it performs more efficiently as compared to CARIMA in
current scenario. List of acronyms and list of symbols used in this paper are shown in table at the end
of this paper.
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This work is an extension of [20]. Whereas, remaining paper has following organization. Section 2
discusses related work regarding load forecasting and game theory. Section 3 gives details of problem
statement and contribution. Section 4 explains method and material regarding proposed forecasting
techniques and game theory. It includes DEM algorithm for optimization of MG and users cost.
Section 5 explains simulations results of proposed techniques. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusion of
presented work.

2. Related Work

Proposed work focuses to solve distributed energy management at Micro Grid (MG) level in
energy Internet, using both game theory and data analytics techniques. There is recent surge in data
analytics that introduces mathematical tool, which addresses uncertainties [21]. While managing
energy, two main methodologies are used, i.e., stochastic optimization and robust optimization. These
are widely used to handle data uncertainties [22]. Stochastic optimization in energy management
solutions is considered as one of the effective techniques for optimization of statistical objective function.
In case, the undefined numerical data has to be assumed in order to follow well-known probability
distribution. Real time energy management techniques that are having stochastic optimization are
proposed to reduce operational cost [23]. In [24], multistage framework is proposed in order to
reduce the cost of total energy system that is based on stochastic optimization. In order to cater
multi dimensional energy management stochastic dynamic programming methods are used [25].
Nonetheless, the precise calculation of probability distribution of the data that is not certain may get
tremendous challenge in practical applications, which considers complex operation details and various
complex constraints. Optimality performance is affected by impact of data uncertainties. However,
it is not cater for in energy management approaches that contain stochastic optimization.

Robust optimization based energy management approaches merely rely on limited information
and enable distribution free model for uncertainties [26]. In energy management system, worst
case operation scenario is considered in optimization process. Consequently, energy management
approaches can remove the negative impact of uncertainty in optimality performance. Thus,
it outperforms the stochastic optimization. Novel pricing strategy is proposed, which promotes
robustness against uncertainties of power input [27]. Nonetheless, the robust version of controllable
electric load management issues are not ensured to be tractable that relies on appropriate design for
objective function modeling and building of uncertainty set.

Ever since the growing advancement in the field of advance ICT, large amount of data is collected
regarding consumer behavior, states of battery, substations, customer devices, distributed energy
resources, renewable output, weather conditions, video surveillance, etc. [28]. The energy generation
using PVC is considered to be one of the important components of electricity sector. It is also attaining
attention of government because of increasing environmental issue and being cost effective. In [29],
it is stated that PVC energy will be responsible to fulfill 16% of total energy consumption. PVC energy
relies on solar radiation does not remain constant always. The intermittent nature of PVC energy
is experienced because of position of sun and movement of clouds at particular position. It causes
variation at any point in time within a day. Subsequently, it can be predicted accurately in a year.
Information of solar energy is greatest concern for operator and planners of electrical system. Hence,
there is sheer need of forecasting PVC power generation [30] using machine learning techniques.
Forecasting models that are mainly used for prediction of electrical load and the renewable energy
resources are defined under three categories, i.e., statistical model: Auto Regressive (AR), Exponential
Smoothing (ES) models [31], Artificial Intelligence (AI) Model: Neural Network (NN), Convolution
Neural Network (CNN), Hybrid Models: neuro fuzzy models [32,33]. As a case study, electricity
demand of 10 countries are taken into account in order to analyze these methods. In [34] 5 different
forecasting techniques are used, i.e., multi model, iterative, single model multivariate forecasting
are analyzed in detail. It also covers issues such as NN designing, implementation and validation.
In [35], a combination of NN and Enhanced Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are used in order to
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perform power forecasting. It focuses on feature selection. PVC generation is affected by many factor
apart of solar radiations. It may be affected by cloud movement, location of sun, etc. Nevertheless,
time series of power generation by PVC contains many well defined patterns such as there are peaks
at afternoon and off peak in morning and evening. Subsequently, there is no generation at night
timings. Therefore time series patterns can not be ignored [36]. Auto Regressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA) is used for univariate time series forecasting because solar generation tends to follow
specific pattern and it is proven to be efficient on account of flexibility. It also performs its orderly
searching at every level. Thus it determines best fit model for particular time series. Optimization
of parameters has significant impact on the performance of forecasting algorithms. Meta heuristic
techniques are applied on many forecasting techniques, i.e., ARIMA [37] Neural Network (NN) [38],
Support Vector Regression (SVR) [39] in literature for improving performance. Game theory concept
is widely applied on MG energy management studies. It provides distributed self organizing and
self optimizing solution of the problem having conflicting objective function.In broader aspect, game
theory is characterized in two categories in context of players. One category includes players with
binding agreement among them. Second category includes those players who are not having binding
agreement among them [40]. In non cooperative game theory, main focus is on predicting individual
strategies and it also asses players that make decisions to find Nash Equilibrium (NE). It provides
framework for performing analytical framework, i.e., DEM that is devised for characterizing the
interaction among players and decision making process to achieve NE. The strategic outcome among
players can be improved under mutual commitment.

In order to handle non cooperative game theory based energy management, multi user based
Stackelberg game is used to optimize the payoff of each player [41]. In [42], multi stage market model
is proposed, that is based on cooperative game to reduce the cost of utility, whereas it maximizes the
total profit of the market. In order to cater dispatch problem in integration of renewable resources
generation and energy storage, a cooperative distributed energy scheduling algorithm was proposed
in [43].

3. Problem Statement and Contributions

To make efficient use of renewable resources, this paper focuses on distributed energy management
problem. It aims to maximize objective function of each player and satisfying user demand of electricity
and guaranteeing reliable system operations. Due to uncontrollable and uncertain nature of energy
generation by renewable resources [44], we used electricity generation forecasting techniques to get
short term prediction value. Afterwards, distributed MG energy management problem has been
addressed using non cooperative game theory as it ignores common commitment of players and it
contains low communication overhead [40]. Optimization of storage capacity in MG has vital role in
context of efficient management of electric load, which has also been addressed in this paper. Following
are the contributions of our work:

1. Game theory and data-centric approaches are adapted in order to address MG electric load
management problem. In order to overcome uncertainties caused by PVC generation, linear
forecasting technique ARIMA has been used for forecasting. Parameters of ARIMA, i.e., AR and
Moving Average (MA) are optimized through GWO and named as GARIMA,

2. Energy management problem has been solved using two stage Stackelberg game theory to capture
the dynamic interaction and interconnection among users and MG. Where, MG acts as a leader
and users act like followers. Besides, if there exist a scenario where energy demand of users
increases as compare to MG capacity of energy generation, MG purchases energy from utility.
Furthermore, energy cost of MG has also been reduced by using energy storage mechanism,

3. Two proposed techniques, i.e., GARIMA and CARIMA have been used for forecasting purpose.
Parameters optimization of ARIMA has been performed using Gray Wolf Optimizer (GWO)
and Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm, where GARIMA gives better result as compare to CARIMA
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and other conventional techniques. Forecasting results of GARIMA technique are used in DEM
algorithm in order to reduce uncertainties that are caused by renewable resources historic data and

4. For non cooperative game of MG and users, existence of NE is proved using Stackelberg game
theory. Furthermore, iterative DEM algorithm is proposed for MG to prove NE.

4. Material and Method

This section elaborates material and method regarding proposed system model. Two stage
Stackelberg game theory in SG is presented in system model. Multiple residential users N = {1, 2, ....n}
along with single MG are taken into account. MG is taken as supplier of power in order to provide
power stability to users. MG contains smart meter in order to help users to schedule their energy
usage. It is also equipped with PVC storage system. PVC provides power to fulfill requirements of
residential users and to charge the battery. Furthermore, surplus energy is sent to the utility as shown
in Figure 1. After receiving price policy of utility from information network, users send demand to MG.
In the presented system model, users have both shift able and non shift able loads. In order to perform
energy usage scheduling at users side, single day is considered. K represents each time slot in a day.
In this scenario, the utility receives electricity demand from users for each time slots in a single day
and real time price are communicated to users regarding each time slot in a day. {Pk = pk

1, ...pk
j , ....pk

m}
where dataset shows time slots in a single day. MG sets its prices, to optimize the payoff, according to
the demand of users in real time.

Solar Generated 

Power

Solar Power 

Generation

forcasting using 

historical data

Residential 

Users

Solar Panel for 

Electricity 

Generation

Battery Storage for 

Solar generated 

Power

X

P(k)
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Company Microgrid

Figure 1. Interaction among User and Micro grid.

4.1. Cost Model of Users

Let us assume, multiple users are considered in the proposed system model with a set of
N = {1, 2, ....N}. Whole day is divided into K time slots. ln(k) represents energy utilization of n
users that contains both shift able and non shift able load. Equations (1)–(6) have been taken from [45].
Daily energy consumption of load is explained with the help of equation below:

ln = [ln(1), ...., ln(k), .....ln(K)] (1)

MG offers energy for daily load consumption. Lets assume xn(k) is energy demand that is sent
to MG by users in k time slots, where k ε K. So that energy that is demanded by users from MG is
written as:

xn = [xn(l), ..., xn(k), ...xn(K)] (2)
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Sum of the total amount of energy used by users is represented as:

Xk =
N

∑
n=1

xk
n (3)

In order to calculate Peak Average Ratio (PAR) of energy that is demanded by users. Peak
consumption is represented as:

X(peak) = max
kεK

Xk (4)

Average user consumption is calculated as:

X(average) =
1
K ∑

kεK
Xk (5)

Thus, PAR of total energy consumption by users is calculated as:

PAR =
X(peak)

X(average)
(6)

Cost function of user Un relies on type of pricing mechanism that has been formulated by MG.
Effective pricing scheme should be employed by the utility and MG to encourage users to actively
become a part of energy consumption scheduling planning. Which helps to make effective plan to
charge electricity price from users. Following assumptions are made:

1. MG is responsible for providing energy to user at any time. Hence, the cost function of user
regarding energy consumption by user at any time slot k ε K is function of energy consumption
Xk by N users,

2. In daily life, energy consumption by user at certain time slot is smooth function or at least it is
piecewise smooth function and always increasing. Likewise, cost function of user follows the
demand Xk,

3. Cost function also depends on timings of energy consumption, apart of energy consumption
by user.

Owing to the assumptions discussed above, quadratic cost function is used because it is non
linear and strictly convex in nature. As it is mostly utilized in literature [40]. Thus, cost function of
users is as follows [45]:

CkXk = akX2
k + bkXk (7)

where, ak > 0 and bk > 0 are fixed parameters that have maximum value at peak demand hours. CkXk
represents total cost of energy consumption by kth user. Whereas, total cost of N user is calculated as
follows [45]:

Un,k = (akXk + bk)xk
n = pk(Xk)xk

n (8)

where, pk
m(Xk) represents energy price by MG at time slot k. Price model confirms that energy price

increases as increase in energy consumption Xk happens. Consequently, users are convinced to shift
their daily load from on peak hour to off peak hours. Moreover, behavior of the user in different time
slots regarding consumption of energy is also affected via modifying ak and bk. Total cost of user n in a
day is calculated as:

Un(xn, x−n, pk
m) =

K

∑
k=1

[Pk(Xk)xk
n] (9)

where, x−n = [x1, ..., xn−1, xn+1, ...xN ] represents energy demand of N users except n user. Equation (9)
clearly shows that cost function of user is directly dependent on consumption of energy. Consumption
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of energy can be managed by shifting demand of on peak demand hours to off peak hours. Hence,
cost function of users can be reduced as:

min
xk

n

Un(xn, x−n, pk
m) (10)

4.2. MG Cost Model with Storage Capacity

For efficient energy management, MG and N users are agreed upon the energy parameter in order
to avoid any kind of conflict. Total amount of energy that is needed by all users is xk

m and the price pk
m

is decided by MG in such way to maximize its cost function, i.e., B. Likewise, ym is maximum storage
required by MG to store the energy generated by PVC. Optimal solution must satisfy objective of both
players, i.e., users and MG. Moreover, energy that is generated using PVC will be forecast, in order to
decide energy price pk

m per time slot k effectively [35]. Total electricity that is demanded from the users
has to be less or equal than electricity which is produced by MG as represented in equation below:

Xk
m ≤ Gk

m ∀ k ∈ K (11)

where, Gk
m is the total capacity of the MG in time slot k. In order to complete energy trading successfully,

both players of game, i.e., users and MG exchange messages among each other and both of them agree
on the trading parameters.

However, energy xk
m demanded by total no. of users from MG m must satisfy following constraint:

K

∑
k=1

Gk
m + Dm ≥

N

∑
n=1

K

∑
k=1

xk
m, and em ≤

K

∑
k=1

Gk
m (12)

where, Dm represents amount of energy that is requested to utility, if renewable resources do not
generate enough energy for fulfilling demand of N users. em is predicted energy that is generated by
PVC explained in Section 4.3.1. We consider amount of energy, generated by PVC, in a single day.
Moreover, price per unit energy Pk

m is decided and announced by MG. In current scenario, Pk
m is price

that is charged by MG. Therefore, energy that is required by users should satisfy constraint given in
Equations (11) and (12). The main challenge that is being faced by MG is to decide optimum energy
prices Pk

m and optimum battery storage ym to increase MG revenue.
Most of the hybrid systems, which contain both generation plant and renewable resources, are difficult
to manage; specifically if storage system is placed with every user and resultantly surplus energy
is supplied to the utility [45]. Therefore, it is required to have centralized system to formalize the
mechanism which decides the distribution of energy among all stake holders. Distribution of energy
is purely on the basis of generation and requirement basis. Assumption is made that generation of
PVC is cheaper than conventional energy generation methods. MG prioritize the demand of N users
and to charge the batteries. While at second priority, surplus energy is to be transmitted back for
generating revenue by trading. For MG, it is assumed that PVC generation is em(k) ≥ 0 in time slot k.
PVC power generation provides energy, em(k)− el

m(k)− eb(k) = 0 that means surplus energy does
not exist that can be sold back to utility. Where, el

m(k) represents PVC energy to be distributed among
users to fulfill their demand. Whereas, eb(k) depicts power that is needed to charge the battery. In case
em(k) − el

m(k) − eb
n(k) ≥ 0, MG is having extra energy which has been generated by PVC for selling.

Profit of MG, that it generates when it sells surplus energy to the utility is represented as:

UC =
K
∑
k=1

λs
(
em(k)− el

m(k)− eb
m(k)) (13)

where, λs depicts the PVC power selling price in cents/kWh. Currently, profit generated by selling
electricity to utility is in form of price subsidies that is provided by the government to MG. These days,
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subsidy standard is λs is 6.3 cents/kWh for distribution of energy [46]. Total cost of PVC generation is
as follows:

CPVC
m = am(L̂ + ∆) + bm(L̂ + ∆)2 + cm + F|∆| (14)

where am, bm and cm are cost parameters of MG with PVC power generation and ((L̂) + ∆) represents
the prediction of PVC power [47]. Whereas, L̂ shows prediction of power generated by PVC in next
year and ∆ shows prediction error. F is chosen as penalty factor of prediction. Where, F < 0 shows
that payoff of MG is decreased if prediction result is not accurate. Hence, it causes restriction of power
agreement in market.

PVC power often needs storage system because it has to store surplus energy once users
requirements are fulfilled. Storage system is irreplaceable need for PVC energy generation. Then,
MG will provide energy to users at demand peak hours. Where, utility charges more price from
consumer, in order to reduce cost of MG. These days, number of types of batteries that are available
in market, i.e., Sodium/Sulfur batteries, Zinc/Bromine batteries and lithium-ion batteries [48]. Each
battery type has certain charging and discharging cycles depending on their material, technology and
size. Afterwards, battery life is expired. Hence, depreciation cost needs to be taken under consideration.
Battery cost function is either defined as quadratic function that is based on charging and discharging
capacity or it is taken as linear function. In the proposed scenario, battery cost function is taken as
linear function. Equations (15)–(23) are taken from [45]. It is assumed that ym is the battery capacity
that is needed by MG and it may ranges within certain limits:

ym ε [yl
m, yu

m] (15)

where yl
m and yu

m represent lower and upper limits of the battery capacity. Equation (16) gives daily
depreciation cost function:

Cbat
m (ym) = λbatym (16)

where Cbat
m (ym) represents cost of battery depreciation. Its unit is cents/kWh and it also maintains

correlation with the material and type of the battery. Cbat
m (ym) shows linear increasing function that

is based on total capacity ym of the storage. However, if storage of the battery is not enough to store
generated PVC power, it will be waisted and consequently, the payment will be increased. Therefore,
it is required to decide optimal capacity of the battery ym. Other parameters that have important role
in storage optimization other than battery capacity parameters. Charging and discharging efficiency of
battery are parameters that are required to be taken under consideration other than battery capacity
parameters. It is assumed, 0 < ηch < 1 and 0 < ηdisch < 1 show battery charging and discharging
efficiency. s = [s1, ..., sk, ..., sK] gives state of the battery for complete day. Battery capacity has also
been defined. Hence, Equation (17) gives state of battery and capacity of battery inequality constraints:

0 ≤ sk ≤ ym (17)

hk
ch and hk

disch are variables that represent pattern of battery charging and discharging in each time slot
K in binary form. At one time, charging or discharging of the battery can be taken place that is given
in Equation (18):

hk
ch + hk

disch ≤ 1 (18)

state of the energy of battery at any time slot k is given as under:

sk+1 = sk + ηcheb
k −

1
ηdisch

. bl
k (19)

eb(k) ≤ hch(k)Bch (20)
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eb(k) is amount of energy which is required to charge the battery from PVC generation. Besides, bl(k)
shows total energy to discharge the battery that is consumed while satisfying users requirement. Upper
and lower limit of the battery must be satisfied while charging and discharging the battery. Hence,
Equations (21) and (22) must be satisfied by the values of eb(k) and bl(k).

eb(k) ≤ hk
dischBch (21)

bl(k) ≤ hk
dischBdisch (22)

ek
m shows total energy generated by PVC. It is on the basis of balancing principle, and bl(k) represents

energy stored by battery and Dm is amount of energy received from utility or vice versa. It is shown as:

xk
m = el

m(k) + bl(k) + Dm (23)

Energy management becomes complicated because of existence of PVC-battery storage. MG has
to pay cost for PVC generation and depreciation cost of battery. Besides, MG generates revenue by
selling energy to users and surplus energy to utility. Thus, the total cost of MG is calculated as:

Bk
m = xk

m + Cbat
m (y) + CPVC

m + Dm (24)

where, xk
m represents energy that is demanded by N from MG in time slot k. Cbat

m and CPVC
m are

explained in Equations (13) and (15). Equations (13), (15) and (23) show total load of MG. In proposed
scenario, if PVC power generation plant uses large battery that cannot be fully charged, consequently
large amount of battery storage will be wasted, which affects daily cost of MG. Therefore, it is required
to optimize battery storage capacity, so that it may be used optimally. Solar power generation fully
charge it in working time. Solar generation provides el

m(k) energy for charging the battery in time slot
k. Thus, battery obtains ηcheb(k) considering efficiency of charging. Which is shown as follows:

λs

K
∑
k=1

eb(k) = λsy/ηch (25)

Furthermore,
K

∑
k=1

el
m =

K

∑
k=1

xk
m −

K

∑
k=1

xk
n −

K

∑
k=1

bl(k) (26)

where ∑K
k=1 bl(k) = ηdischym

Now Equation (21) is represented as:

B(Xk
m(pk

m), ym) = (
K

∑
k=1

pk(Xk)− λs) + xkλbat
m + ym + ϕ (27)

λbat = λbat + λs/ηch − ηdischλs (28)

ϕ = λs

K

∑
k=1

lk + (λSP− λs)
K

∑
k=1

ek (29)

The sole objective behind this work is to find an optimal battery capacity and best strategy for
pricing of energy for the N users so that daily cost of MG will be reduced:

min
pk

m

B(xk
m(pk), ym) (30)
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where xk
m represents total amount of energy demanded by N users and ym shows total storage capacity.

4.3. Game Formulation and Analysis

Single leader and multi follower Stackelberg game is proposed in [49] that studies communication
between MG and users. Basically, multi player game is used in which MG, being leader decides price
pk

m of power that has to be charged from users and optimal storage capacity of the battery. Whereas,
users as a followers decide amount of energy xk

m to be demanded from MG. Proposed work is extension
of the work related to game theory presented in [45]. Proposed game theory is shown in strategic form
ς in equation below.

ς = (NU M), (xk
n, Un)n∈N , (pk

m, B)k∈K, (~Pk)k∈K (31)

Strategic form of proposed game has following components:

1. Users cost function U shows cost of energy consumption that is received by N users in time
slot k,

2. Whereas, B captures the benefit that is gained by MG after supplying energy xk
m to N set of users,

3. Pk
m defines price of energy that is defined by MG against each time slot k,

4. ym define optimal storage capacity that is required to minimize the cost function of MG,
5. Cost function of user: Un(xn, x−n, pk

m),
6. Cost function of MG: B(xk

m(pk), ym).

Nonetheless, MG tends to opt optimal price per unit energy. Thus, proposed algorithm reaches the
NE. Where, leader, i.e., MG will utilize optimal amount of energy on the basis of given strategy ς and
N users will demand optimal amount of energy xk

m from MG. In this paper, proposed strategic form
ς of proposed algorithm has been used to achieve NE for non cooperative game theory , if and only
if cost function of MG, i.e., leader and cost function of users, i.e., follower N; must satisfy following
inequalities shown as:

Un(xk∗
n , xk∗

−n, pk∗
m ) ≤ Un(xk

n, xk∗
−n, pk

m)

Bm(pk∗
m , xk

n(pk∗
m ), ym∗) ≤ Bm(pk∗

m , xk
n(pk

m), ym)
(32)

where, pk∗
m ε pk∗, pk∗

m are represented as price per unit time energy at NE that is finalized by MG for
time slot k. Whereas, y∗m shows total storage capacity of battery after achieving NE. Similarly, xk∗

m is
total energy that is requested by users N for time period k.

In non cooperative game where multi level hierarchy is involved, pure solution for equilibrium is
not ensured in every case. Therefore, DEM algorithm has been proposed to determine the presence
of NE. Primarily, variational equality is considered to be more socially stable as compare to other
equilibrium methods [41]. Each user is considered while determining variational equality as mentioned
in [42].

Proposition 1. In case of users n ε N, daily cost function Un is continuously differentiable in xn for price pk
m

and electricity consumption by users xn. Therefore, strategy space of cost function of users Un is a non empty
convex compact subset of a Euclidean space.

Proof. It is continuously differentiable in xn because of consistent characteristics of the daily cost
function U (xn, x−n, pk). The Hessian of U (xn, x−n, pk) is positive semi definite. Resultantly, cost
function of user n is convex in xn. Proposition 1 shows daily cost function U (xn, x−n, pk) is
continuously differentiable. It is also convex in xn. Owing the fact, energy cost Un(xn, x−n) has
continuous quadratic form in context of xn. Preposition 1 is prerequisite of Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. For ∀nε N and time slot k ε K, the NE of the non cooperative game exists and it is also unique.
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Proof. According to the proof already mentioned in [45], because cost function UN(xn, x−n, pk) is
convex in xn, the NE is proved to be present in non cooperative game as well as it is proven to
be distinct.

Proposition 3. The distinct NE (x∗n, x∗−n) that is proven in Preposition 2 is Pareto optimality.

Proof. Pareto optimality is defined as the opted strategy state where no player changes its payoff
by updating the user’s strategies without affecting remaining user’s payoff [45]. As per proof of
Proposition 2, non cooperative game has achieved NE among all users. Where, each user increases his
payoff, which depends on others users strategy. Afterwards, no user can change its payoff without
taking consent to modify other users strategies [48]. Subsequently, it is said that NE (x∗n, x∗−n) is
achieved, i.e., Pareto optimality. Preposition 2 expresses that, there exist distinct NE of non cooperative
game for fixed price of MG. Nonetheless, if price will be changed then the NE will be different. On the
basis of Preposition 3, it depicts the strategy against energy consumption by users will reach to pareto
optimality and each user cannot change its payoff without affecting payoff of others.

Proposition 4. For battery storage capacity ym ε [yl
m, yu

m] and the energy consumption vector of MG. There is
unique battery capacity y∗m. It is understood that there is specific value of cost B(xm, ym) with a certain battery
capacity. It is also assumed that there is only specific battery capacity that can minimize MG cost B. Proof of
proposition is mentioned in [45].

From Propositions 1–3, it is clearly seen that non cooperative game is based on payoff function.
It encourages residential user and MG to choose optimal strategy to minimize cost function of MG and
user. Thus, payoff of follower and leader may be increased.

4.3.1. PVC Power Forecasting Algorithm

This section explains forecasting techniques to be further utilized in DEM.
ARIMA: Forecasting is performed using this technique by utilizing historic values. AR represents
lags of differenced series that is given in Equation (33) [50]; MA is known as lag of time series
and prediction error, which is required to be subtracted in order to make it static that is termed
as “integrated”. Non seasonal ARIMA model that is represented as ARIMA(p, d, q) [51], is given
as under:

Yt = φ1Yt−1 + φ2Yt−2 + ..... + φpYt−p + εt−
θ1εt−1 − θ2εt−2 − ...− θ2εt−2 − ...− θqεt−q

(33)

where Yt represents actual values of time series and εt shows error at certain time t; φi and θi
represent vectors based on values of AR and MA; p and q are integers in vector φi(i = 1, 2, 3, ....p) and
θi(i = 1, 2, ...q). Random errors εt is distributed with mean zero and constant variance σ2

ε . In order to
find optimal results, three stage model was proposed: (i) Recognition of the model, (ii) Estimation and
(iii) Diagnostic Checking of the proposed model [52].

Recognition: No. of potential AR and MA orders to be selected using Auto Correlation Function
(ACF) and Partial ACF (PACF). In order to analyze stationarity of time series, famous method is used
that includes Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron unit root test. It considers null
hypothesis. These tests ensure that time series is not stationary. Details related to these methods are
already mentioned in literature.

Estimation: In this stage, all the parameters that are identified in stage 1 are estimated for the
ARIMA model by using iterative least square. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) values are used to find best values in model as mentioned in [51] is given
as under:

AIC = Mlog(σ2) + 2(p + q + 1) (34)
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and
BIC = Mlog(σ2) + 2(p + q + 1)logT (35)

where M shows total no. of observation that are used for estimation of parameters and σ2 shows mean
square error.

DiagnosticChecking: Depending on ACF and PACF of the residual, in dependency of residual can
be analyzed. If residual is according to white noise, residual of the model are proven to be random in
nature. The sample space-time ACFs is required to be effectively zero.

In [50], Ljung-Box test is used on actual time series or to the residual. Null hypothesis is considered
for fitting the model which shows that series is representing the noise, and the alternative hypothesis
states that one or more autocorrelation till lag m are not zero. The test static is shown as under
mentioned in [51]:

Q∗ = M(M + 2)
m

∑
K=1

r2
k

M− K
(36)

where M shows total no. of observations that are used to finalize the model and m represent total
lags. The statistics Q∗ go along with X 2 distribution having (M-K) level of freedom. Where, K shows
number of parameters that are estimated in model and rk shows ACF of residual at lag k. In case it not
appropriate, stage 1 is again used for recognition of another model.

Cuckoo Search (CS): Idea was given by Yang and Deb [53]. It is one of the latest meta heuristic
techniques. It is also proven in recent studies that it works better than Genetic Algorithm (GA) and
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). No. of AR and MA parameters are pre assumed (pmax+qmax)
previously. Each parameter is individual in population, which contains respective solution from
solution set. Functionality of CS is shown in Figure 2. First of all, the corresponding cost function of
weight optimization should be taken out [38]. where, p and q are row of population matrix, which
contain their best solution after optimization.

Gray Wolf Optimizer (GWO): Mirjalili et al. proposed GWO in 2014. It is a meta heuristic
technique, which mimics the leadership and hunting behavior of GWO. Grey wolves population
consist of 4 types, i.e., alpha (α), beta (β), delta (δ) and omega (ω) [54,55]. Flow diagram of GWO
algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

Two proposed techniques are proposed, i.e., CARIMA and GARIMA, both of them perform better
due to optimization of parameters. Simulation section proves that proposed forecasting techniques
outperformed conventional techniques in predicting energy generation by PVC. However, GARIMA
forecasting results outperformed CARIMA algorithm also. Therefore, GARIMA forecasting technique
has been used in DEM algorithm to ensure accuracy of work.

Evaluation parameter: Objective function is defined in order to evaluate parameters. It can either
be mathematical or experimental function that will give desired output. Basically, function is based on
subtraction of actual values with predicted value. In our proposed scenario, Root Mean Absolute Error
(RMSE) and MAPE is termed as evaluation parameter and that is shown as:

MAPE =
1
T

TM

∑
tm=1
|Av

Fv
| ∗ 100 (37)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
T

TM

∑
tm=1

(Av − Fv)2 (38)

where, Av is actual time series and F̂v is predicted time series.
Distributed Energy Management (DEM) Algorithm: After analyzing energy generation em by

PVC using prediction method, i.e., GARIMA and energy demand xk
m from N users, MG tries to find

optimum price pk
m and storage capacity of battery ym that is used to store the energy generated by

PVC using DEM Algorithm. Each of them will be reached to NE as per different battery capacities and
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price. After comparing the daily cost corresponding to battery capacity, DEM selects best response
strategy that will choose minimal cost pk

m. Further details are mentioned in Algorithm 1.

Generate initial population of host nest

Evaluate the fitness of the initial population

First nest is taken into account

Generate new host nest using Levy flights

Evaluate the fitness of the new solution

Replace new selected host with old host

Abandon the fraction of worst host nest and 

new solution is generated 

Next Iteration
Consider Next 

Nest

End

All the nest considered?

Algorithm converged?

Start

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Compare the fitness

 of new host 

with old host

   Keep record of current best solution 

Figure 2. Flow Diagram of CS Algorithm.
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estimated

Iteration= Max 

Iteration

Calculate the 

value of ,  

and  
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Final 

Results

Update 

location of 
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Figure 3. Flow Diagram of GWO Algorithm.
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Algorithm 1: Executed by MG

1 ym = yl
m

2 while yl
m ≤ yu

m do
3 Initialize xk

m(pm) repeat
4 solve problem (29) ;
5 if pm changes then
6 update and broadcast pm;
7 end
8 until;
9 Price at each slot k remains same

10 ym = ym + ∆ym

11 end
12 Select minimal daily cost of MG Bm(xk

m(pm), ym) ;
13 Return optimal strategy for price scheme pk

m and battery storage capacity ym

5. Simulation and Discussion

5.1. Data Description

In forecasting techniques, PVC power production data is used. Dataset is taken from Elia,
Belgium’s electricity transmission system operator site [56]. Data contains 15 min interval power
production of 5 years, January 2013 to December 2018.

5.2. Experimental Results

In this section, simulations are used in order to verify the effectiveness of game theoretic energy
management using Stackelberg game theory. Apart of game theory, accuracy of PVC production
forecasting has also been analyzed. Assumption is made that 6 users are connected to MG for getting
supply of electricity. N users have both shift able load and non shift able load, furthermore power
consumption of users are shown in Figure 4. Single day is represented in form of 24 h time slots, i.e., k.
Usage of electricity varies on the basis of peak demand hours, off peak demand hours and mid peak
hours at each slot.

Here, effectiveness of proposed game theory is analyzed between users and MG. nth user
can increase or decrease his payoff by adjustment of energy usage. Furthermore, MG focuses on
optimization of payoff by announcing optimal energy price pk

m and size of the storage battery, i.e., ym.
In proposed work, pricing scheme that has been used is ToU. The whole day is split into 24 h

time slots k. Moreover, single day is composed of three main chunks. Peak demand hours, off peak
demand hours and mid peak demand hours make basis of chunks creation. Different pricing schemes
are followed by pricing parameters.

User consumption is based on building and homes energy consumption. Each user is having
15 to 20 non shift able home appliances that cannot be shifted in any other hour of the day. Demand
Side Management (DSM) has already been discussed in [45]. It has not been discussed for each user
in our work. Unanimously, energy consumption by all users N is considered. Nevertheless, energy
distribution by MG, energy pricing pk

m and capacity of the battery ym have been discussed in detail.
MG contains renewable resources, i.e., PVC in current scenario.
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Figure 4. Consumption of Users in 24 h.

Figure 5 represents the energy distribution that is done by MG in K time slots without game
optimization. However, Figure 6 shows evenly energy distribution is being carried out among users,
battery and utility, after equilibrium achieved by NE. Energy is received from utility, if solar radiations
are not enough for production of PVC. Besides, in remaining hours power is optimally used that is
generated by solar radiations and stored in battery. Figure 7 shows energy consumption in a single
day by MG without incorporation of game theory and applying DEM using Tables 1 and 2. Figure 8
shows solar power energy consumption by users, battery and company with game, which shows the
evenly distribution of energy generated by PVC.
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Figure 8. PVC Power Generation using Game.

Table 1. Pricing Model Parameter.

Time Chunks ah (cents/kWh) bh (cents/kWh)

0.00–6:00 0.03 4.9
6:00–1400 0.06 12.1
1400–2000 0.07 18.1
2100–2400 0.06 12.5

Table 2. PVC Generation Storage Battery Parameters.

Parameter Value

y [1.0, 5.0]
Bdisch 2.0
Bch 2.0

ηdisch 92%
ηch 92%

λbat(y) 7.2
λs 7.1

λPVC 4.3
ChargeTime 6.00–1700

DischargeTime 1700–2200

MG achieves maximum benefit from PVC power when sun light is present with full intensity.
Once MG ensures energy supply to users, it also affects the battery capacity optimization. Nevertheless,
proposed game theoretic energy management will not be affected by timings of day light and intensity.
MG contains 2 kW PVC production capacity. Solar cells energy production per day is represented
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in Figure 9. PVC power is generated during 0600 to 1700 h. Parameters related to battery storage
and charging and discharging are given in Table 1 and battery can be discharged at any time except
charging hours. Cost of users depends on discharging time. It has minimal impact on the cost except
battery discharges at peak demand hours, i.e., 17:00 to 22:00 h. In single hour, charging and discharging
of the battery is 1.5 kWh [9]. Besides, 7.2 cents/kWh is battery charging and discharging efficiency [20].
In a current scenario, MG finds optimal solution for energy management using NE. To facilitate
optimization and making error free prediction, MAPE is also brought under light. Figure 10 represents
MAPE values of 5 forecasting algorithms that includes Back Propagation (BP), SVM, Genetic Stacked
Auto Encoder (GSAE), CARIMA and GARIMA techniques. Step 1 shows that historical data is used
for further forecasting PVC production. Data after forecasting is added in historical data and used
for forecasting future PVC production is called as step 2 and so on. Figure 10 clearly shows that
value of MAPE increases as forecasting steps increases. Simulation represents existing techniques as
well as proposed techniques, i.e., CARIMA and GARIMA in Figure 10. Results are clearly shown in
Figure 11a,b that GARIMA technique not only outperformed existing technique as well as second
proposed technique, i.e., CARIMA in terms of RMSE in hourly and daily load forecasting. Results show
actual and predicted results of proposed techniques. Hence, for achieving NE in game theory, GARIMA
predicted results are used in DEM algorithm for performing energy management more efficiently.
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Figure 11. PVC Generation Forecasting.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In our work, energy management system has been presented that contains single MG and
multiple users. In order to analyze game theory using proposed distributed algorithm, i.e., DEM,
which represents the complete mechanism that how MG optimally decides price that has to be charged
from users. Moreover, battery storage capacity is also optimized. The continuous non cooperative
game theory is used to model interaction among MG and consumers. To ensure efficient use of
PVC generated energ, short term PVC power production forecasting is performed. Two forecasting
techniques are proposed, i.e., GARIMA and CARIMA. GARIMA forecasting results turned out to be
better as compared to CARIMA and other conventional techniques in MAPE. The forecasting results
are then used to analyze the impact on payoff of both players in game theory. In non cooperative
scenario, Stackelberg game theory is used to prove NE among two players, i.e., users and MG. DEM
algorithm has been proposed to prove NE among two players. Energy distribution among users after
applying game theory gives better results as compared to results produced without applying game
theory. Forecasting results of hourly and daily generated energy data also validate that GARIMA
forecasting algorithm performs best as compared to CARIMA forecasting algorithm. Consequently,
GARIMA forecasting data has been used in DEM in order to ensure precision in energy management.
The future directions of our work will be focused on non cooperative energy management among
multiple MGs. Apart of inclusion of multiple MG, no. of players in game will also be increased, i.e.,
utility in order to improve flexibility in the proposed system model. Multiple renewable resources will
be considered for forecasting purpose in order to make the system dynamic in context of distributed
energy management. In order to prove efficiency of DEM algorithm, comparison with existing energy
management algorithm will be performed.
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Abbreviations

Acronyms
Abbreviations Full Form
AR Auto regressive
AI Artificial intelligence
ARIMA Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average
ACF Auto Correlation Function
ADF Augmented Dickey Fuller
AIC Akaike Information Criteria
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BIC Bayesian Information Criteria
BP Back Propagation
CARIMA Cuckoo Search Optimized ARIMA
CS Cuckoo Search
CNN Convolution Neural Network
DEM Distributed Energy Management
DR Demand Response
DSM Demand Side Management
ES Exponential Smoothing
GARIMA Gray Wolf Optimized ARIMA
GSAE Genetic Stacked Auto encoder
GA Genetic Algorithm
GWO Grey Wolf Optimization
ICT Information and Communication Technology
MG Micro Grid
MAPE Mean Absolute Percentage Error
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
NN Neural Network
NE Nash Equilibrium
PSO Particle Swarm Optimization
PVC Photo Voltaic Cell
PAR Peak Average Ratio
PACF Partial Auto Correlation Function
RTP Real Time Pricing
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
SG Smart Grid
SVM Support Vector Machine
ToU Time of Use

Nomenclature
Symbols Descriptions
Av Actual Time Series
Xaverage Average User Consumption
ηch Charging Efficiency of Battery
σ2

ε Constant Variance
U Cost Function of Users
B Cost Function of Micro Grid
ln Daily Energy Usage of User
ηdisch Discharging Efficiency of Battery
Cbat

m (y) Daily Depreciation Cost Function
Ckxk Cost Function of User
εt Error at Time t
xn(k) Energy Demand in Particular Slot
en Energy Demanded from Users
eb

m(k) Energy Required to Charge Battery
ak, bk Fixed Parameters
ym

l Lower Limit of Battery Capacity
N Multiple Residential Users
Q∗ Micro Grid
σ2 Mean Square Error
Xpeak Peak Consumption
Un Profit of Micro grid
F Penalty Factor
δ Prediction Error
Fv Predicted Time Series
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hk
ch Pattern of Battery Charging

hk
disch Pattern of Battery Discharging

Pk Real Time Price of Each Slot
Xk Sum of Total Energy
ς Strategy Form
λs Solar Power Selling Price
s State of Battery
K Time Slots in a Period
bl(k) Total Energy Required to Discharge Battery
Cn,k Total Cost of N Users
T Total no. of Observations
Csp

n Total Cost of Solar Power Generation
Q∗ Test Static
yu

m Upper Limit of Battery Capacity
φi Vector Based on Rules of AR
θi Vector Based on Rules of MA
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